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Abstract—The design and analytical modeling of a high effi-
ciency energy harvester comprising a passive voltage-boosting
network (VBN) and a switching charge pump rectifier (CPR)
is presented in this paper. To improve the power conversion
efficiency (PCE), the VBN increases the voltage at the input of the
CPR and provides control signals for switching. Unlike traditional
Schottky and diode-connected MOS transistor rectifiers, the
proposed orthogonally switching CPR (OS-CPR) comprises MOS
transistors as voltage-controlled switches. Analytical models for
the OS-CPR are developed and presented. Circuit-level optimiza-
tion techniques are employed to reduce conduction and switching
losses. Simulated in a 90 nm standard CMOS technology (IBM
9RF), a 5-stage 915 MHz OS-CPR achieves a dc voltage of 1.35 V
and a PCE of 11.9% with a 1 M load at dBm available
input power . To show technology scalability of the design,
the OS-CPR is also validated using AMS 0.18 m high-voltage
(HV) CMOS technology. When benchmarked with traditional
rectifiers, the OS-CPR (under similar conditions) achieves a
higher PCE and a higher output dc voltage. The OS-CPR is easily
scalable to operate over multiple sub-GHz ISM frequency bands.

Index Terms—Charge pump, energy harvesting, ISM, power
conversion efficiency, radio frequency identification (RFID),
rectifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

R F ENERGY harvesting (or simply scavenging energy
from radio frequency emissions) has been around for

decades, yet only recently have designers begun to unravel its
vastly untapped potential: a limitless power source. Broad-
casting RF energy to power remote devices is suitable for
wireless sensor networks (WSN), RF identification (RFID)
and biomedical telemetry applications. In addition, it offers
significant advantages over battery-powered solutions (e.g.,
low operational and assembly costs), amid negligible environ-
mental effects [1]–[9].
Power originating from RF ambient sources may be unreg-

ulated, intermittent and/or small. Thus, in such circumstances
it becomes paramount to maximize the power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) of the energy harvester (i.e., combined efficiency
of a voltage-boosting/power matching network and the charge
pump rectifier). As many RF systems are designed to operate
across multiple ISM bands [10]–[13] (13.553–13.567, 300–348,
387–464 and 779–928 MHz bands), so should the power con-
version circuits.
The energy harvester in this paper comprises a passive

voltage-boosting network (VBN) and an orthogonally switching
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed RF energy harvester.

charge pump rectifier (OS-CPR). In turn, the VBN (a series
resonant circuit) comprises a loop antenna (viewed as a
single/multiple turn inductor) tuned to a carrier frequency, ,
with a tuning capacitor, [14], [15].
The threshold voltage of diodes and diode-connected MOS

transistors limits the maximum PCE of a charge-pump rectifier
[16], [17], thereby limiting the maximum power delivered to
the load, which in turn determines the maximum operational
distance of the device. Floating-gate techniques, often used to
reduce/cancel the threshold voltage of MOS transistors, require
a pre-charge/calibration phase, thus making them unattractive
[18]. Designs employing threshold voltage cancelation tech-
niques often present low PCE for high input power levels. In
comparison, Schottky diodes (with reduced forward voltage
drop) significantly increase the efficiency of the rectifier. How-
ever, the high fabrication cost (due to extra masks) associated
with Schottky diodes, makes them unaffordable for low-cost
solutions [19], [20].
We propose an orthogonally switching charge pump rectifier

comprisingMOS transistors as voltage-controlled switches. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section II the circuit design
of the OS-CPR is presented. Section III presents two analyt-
ical models (for near and far field conditions). In Section IV,
we show that the OS-CPR achieves high PCE with an output dc
voltage of 1.35 V and is easily scalable to operate across mul-
tiple ISM frequency bands. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. ORTHOGONALLY SWITCHING CHARGE PUMP RECTIFIER

A. System Architecture and Circuit Topology

As in [9], [18], [21], the proposed RF energy harvester com-
prises a receiving antenna, a voltage boosting/power matching
network and a rectifying circuit as shown in Fig. 1.
The PCE of the system is defined as

(1)

where is the power delivered to the resistive load and
represents the maximum signal power

that can be delivered by the antenna to the VBN/OS-CPR.
To adequately drive the OS-CPR, the VBN offers large-swing

signals, and , which in turn control the orthogonal
switching behavior of the rectifier. The resonant circuit of the
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the voltage boosting network.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the orthogonally switching CPR (Nth-stage).

VBN is modeled by the self-inductance of the antenna, , its
series resistance, and capacitance (comprising the sum
of the tuning and parasitic capacitances).
As with most charge pump rectifiers [9], [18], flow-back cur-

rent reduces the PCE. To mitigate this unwanted effect, a capac-
itive voltage divider limits the maximum input voltage swing
( and ) applied to the rectifier. The tuning capacitance

is

where denotes the boost capacitance, is the capacitance
of the capacitive voltage divider and is the input capaci-
tance of the rectifier as shown in Fig. 2. An inductive choke
provides a dc short at the input terminals of the rectifier. This is
to ensure a zero dc offset error at the input of the OS-CPR.
Fig. 3 presents the rectifier circuitry made up of PMOS tran-

sistors as voltage-controlled switches ( and ) and capac-
itors for AC coupling and for energy storage ( and

). To further mitigate flow-back current, parasitic capaci-
tances and resistors set the optimum dc gate poten-
tials of and . The salient feature of the OS-CPR is its
capacity to operate in both weak and strong inversion regions.
Further details will be discussed in Section III.
The PCE of an N-stage OS-CPR in terms of its output voltage

is

(2)

where the output voltage of a single stage is

(3)

Fig. 4. State 1 (a) and State 2 (b) of the OS-CPR (Nth-stage).

Fig. 5. The curve and its triangular approximation for the PMOS tran-
sistors of the OS-CPR operating in the far field.

and is the input voltage of the OS-CPR, which is defined as

(4)

In Section III we will derive the equation for the max-
imum drain-source voltage of the PMOS transistors

, thus arriving at the expression for the output voltage
of an N-stage OS-CPR.

B. Mode of Operation

In Fig. 3, the differential signal applied to the input of
the OS-CPR is

(5)

The differential control signal is

(6)

where is the quality factor of the VBN and is the
voltage across the terminals of the antenna. Assuming that

and are synchronized, signals and
control the switching action of the rectifier as follows.

State 1: When is ON, is OFF,
and , then is charged to approximately

. See Fig. 4(a)
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State 2: When is OFF, is ON, and
, then is charged to approximately ,

where is the output voltage of the N-stage rectifier.
See Fig. 4(b).

In States 1 and 2, we assume that a large signal is present at the
gate-source potentials of and . This implies that charge
is constantly being transferred to (in State 1) and (in
State 2). When operating in the triode (linear) region, and

experience a lower voltage drop across their drain-source
terminals. This minimizes the power dissipation in and .
Compared to the state of the art, the OS-CPR presents higher
PCE, especially for lower resistive loads (e.g., k ).

III. MODELING AND APPROXIMATIONS

In this section, we use different approximation techniques
to derive the expression for the maximum drain-source voltage

and output voltage of the OS-CPR in both near
and far-field regions.

A. Far-Field Analysis

In the far field, the PMOS transistors of the OS-CPR op-
erate in the weak-inversion region [22]. In this region, the drain-
source current is defined as

(7)

where is the product of the aspect-ratio and the weak-
inversion saturation current . From (7), is derived
and equals

(8)

Note that is a function of the maximum gate-source
voltage and the maximum drain-source current

. can be calculated from .

(9)

where and . From (9), becomes

(10)

To derive the expression for , we assume that the av-
erage voltage across is constant and that the charge
delivered by the PMOS transistor is

(11)

where is the charge drawn by the load and is
equal to . Thus, charge is

(12)

The interval is the period of conduction of the PMOS
transistors and is denoted as . During the period of conduc-
tion, the function resembles a triangle with base and
height , as presented in Fig. 5. To simplify the analysis,

Fig. 6. The curve of the PMOS transistors of the orthogonally switching
CPR operating in the near-field.

we assume that the integral of over can be approx-
imated by the area under the triangle. In the following subsec-
tions, we derive expressions for for low and high-ohmic
load conditions.
1) for Low-Ohmic Loads: At instances and

. From (12), we can approximate by

(13)

Instances and are derived from (9) when .

(14)

(15)

To derive the expression for , we substitute
(10) and (13) in (8) and then (8) in (3) and solve for . This
yields

(16)

where

Note that the expression for in (16) is derived for low-ohmic
loads. Now we derive the expression for for high-ohmic
loads.
2) for High-Ohmic Loads: In this analysis we use a

Taylor series approximation to solve for and derive the
expression for . The 1st-order Taylor series expansion
of in (12) is

(17)

where

From (17) we derive the expression for .

(18)
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TABLE I
DEVICE PARAMETERS FOR AMS HV AND IBM 9RF

where

To find , we substitute (10) and (18) in (8) and
then (8) in (3) and solve for . This yields

(19)

where

There are more sophisticated approximants that require more
mathematical computations to provide a higher degree of accu-
racy. These are beyond the scope of this paper.

B. Near-Field Analysis

The orthogonally switching CPR also operates under
near-field conditions, where the transistors operate in both the
weak-inversion and the strong-inversion region. Fig. 6 shows
the curve of the PMOS transistors in this case.
Assuming the average voltage across is constant,

(20)

where is the charge delivered by the PMOS transistors,
is the charge drawn by the load

and denotes the flow-back current through the PMOS
channel. From Fig. 6, we can now rewrite (20) as,

(21)

where (as stated in (7)) and are the drain-
source currents of the PMOS transistors in the weak and strong
inversion regions, respectively. equals

(22)

where is the beta parameter of the PMOS transistors in
strong inversion. The drain-source voltage is

(23)

We now derive the equations for the charge delivered to the
storage capacitors in each interval. In interval , charge

is given by (24).

(24)

Variables and are given by

Similarly, the charge delivered to the storage capacitors in
intervals and are given by (25) and (26),

(25)

(26)

respectively. A strong to weak inversion transition occurs at in-
stance . A 2nd-order Taylor series is used to improve the ac-
curacy of the approximation to the charge in interval

(27).

(27)

Variables and are defined as

In period the PMOS transistors are in the strong-in-
version region. The equations for and are given as

(28)

(29)
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE VOLTAGE BOOSTING NETWORK

TABLE III
TRANSISTOR ASPECT RATIOS (W/L)

TABLE IV
ORTHOGONALLY SWITCHING CPR COMPONENT VALUES

At instance is equal to 0 V. Hence, can be ex-
pressed as

(30)

We once again substitute the parameters for charge and time
instances through in (21) and collect terms for the output
voltage of the Nth-stage of the OS-CPR operating in the
near-field region, producing (31).

Fig. 7. Simulated PCE of the OS-CPR as a function of number of rectifier
stages: (a) for 100 k and (b) for 1 M at 13.56, 433.92 and 915
MHz, for dBm.

TABLE V
PCE AND OPTIMUM N FOR dBm

(31)

In the following section, the analytical models of the OS-CPR
are verified through simulations using two different submicron
CMOS processes.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The OS-CPR and the VBN are simulated in 0.18 m (HV)
and 90 nm (RF) CMOS processes (see Table I for technology
characteristics).
We assume an antenna resistance of 16 (i.e., this

value is estimated from the trade-off between the size, quality
factor and efficiency of the antenna). Equations for the VBN
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Fig. 8. Simulated output dc voltage as a function of , (a) for 100 k and (b) for 1 M . Simulated PCE as a function of , (c) for 100 k
and (d) for 1 M at 13.56 MHz, 433.92 MHz and 915 MHz. (e) PCE as a function of resistive load and (f) output dc voltage as a function of resistive load
for dBm at 13.56, 433.92 and 915 MHz. (g) Approximation error (PCE) as a function of number of rectifier stages for dBm.
(h) Approximation error (PCE) as a function of for 100 k and 1 M at 13.56 MHz.

and the models derived in Section III facilitate the design and
optimization of the OS-CPR. The algorithm used for the opti-
mization is described as follows.
Design and Optimization Algorithm of the OS-CPR
1) Calculate the self-inductance and
tuning capacitance of VBN.

2) Calculate the voltage swings of the rectifier and con-
trol signals from (5) and (6), respectively.

3) Estimate the number of stages from (2).
4) Estimate the aspect ratios of transistors and
from the model. Estimate capacitance to be bigger than
the gate-source capacitance of and .
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TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF THE ORTHOGONALLY SWITCHING-CPR AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED DESIGNS

5) For minimum ripple, calculate and .
6) Run PSS and PAC simulations.
7) Fine tune and/or the OS-CPR component values for
frequency optimization.

8) Repeat steps 3)–7) for system optimization.
The resulting electrical parameters of the VBN are given in

Table II.
Tables III and IV show the transistor aspect ratios and the

component values of the OS-CPR.
The PCE of the OS-CPR at 13.56 MHz, 433.92 MHz and 915

MHz as a function of the number of rectifier stages for equal
to 100 k and 1 M is shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively.
Beyond a certain number of stages, the PCE decreases because
the total voltage drop and the total capacitance (as seen from
the input) increase with each additional rectifier stage. Table V
presents the PCE for the optimum number of rectifier stages.
Note that all curves with an asterisk are for AMS HV 0.18 m
CMOS.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the output dc voltage as a function of

the available RF input power, , for an of 100 k and 1
M , respectively. As modeled, the output dc voltage increases
with . Similarly, the PCE as a function of for
equal to 100 k and 1 M is shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), re-
spectively. At high RF input power levels, the PCE decreases
because of current flow-back.
The PCE as a function of the resistive load is shown in

8(e). Unlike traditional rectifiers, the OS-CPR can operate over
a large range (300 k to 1 M ) of resistive loads. Fig. 8(f)
presents the output dc voltage as a function of the resistive
load. As modeled in the far-field analysis, the output dc voltage
increases logarithmically with the load resistance.
Fig. 8(g) presents the approximation error in PCE (i.e., mod-

eled vs. simulated) as a function of the number of rectifier stages
for dBm at 13.56 MHz. The peak error in
PCE is 29% for a load resistance of 100 k . This discrepancy
of 29% will reduce with higher-order Taylor series expansions.
The approximation error in PCE as function of for re-
sistive loads of 100 k and 1 M is shown in Fig. 8(h). Note
that the peak error in PCE is seen at the transition point from
weak to strong inversion mode of operation. Instead of using the
weak-inversion model until transition, an analytical model for
the moderate inversion regime must be developed. From simu-
lations, we see that the approximation error in PCE as a function
of the resistive load (0.1 to 1 M ) for dBm is

%.

Table VI compares the OS-CPR to recently published recti-
fiers in CMOS technologies. Power conversion efficiency is an
appropriate figure-of-merit (FOM) for energy conversion cir-
cuits. The results from our analytical models closely match sim-
ulation results and thus we can say that this design demonstrates
superior PCE over a wide range of resistive loads and frequency
bands. Moreover, to achieve an output dc voltage of 1.35 V at

of 1 M only a 5-stage rectifier is required. This rectifier
is technology scalable and operates under both near-field and
far-field conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

The design of an orthogonally switching charge-pump recti-
fier with high PCE is presented. The OS-CPR comprises MOS
transistors as voltage-controlled switches. Analytical models
and simulation results in 90 nm show that a 5-stage 915 MHz
OS-CPR with a 1 M load achieves a dc voltage of 1.35 V and
a PCE of 11.9% at dBm available input power. When
compared to traditional rectifiers, the OS-CPR (under similar
conditions) achieves a higher PCE and a larger output dc
voltage. Simulations show that the OS-CPR is both technology
and frequency scalable.
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